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Rumors abound in
presidential search
Craig Chrissinger

Be mali llo county, said he had not
heard of the Anaya rumor. He
labeled that rumor as false, adding
Anaya has not promised anyone
jobs, including his campaign
workers.
Perovich was nominated as a
candidate, but removed his name
from consideration in August when
the Presidential Search Committee
still was screening the candidates.

With the third presidential finalist
to visit campus scheduled for next
week, rumors are circulating that Interim President John Perovich is
being considered as a possible
seventh candidate for the post.
Perovich denied Monday that the
UNM Board of Regents had
approached him. He declined to
comment about whether he would
Regents Chairman Henry Jaraallow his name to be considered, if millo has said the Regents still arc
asked to be !l candidate.
reviewing other candidates and
Other rumors include a report that could add more names to the list of
Perovich has been offered a three- finalists. However, Jaramillo said
year contract until his retirement if he had no knowledge that Perovich
he allows his name to be considered is being considered.
by the Regents; a report that John
Aragon, president of New Mexico
Richard Landini, president of InHighlands University, is circulating diana State University, was added to
two petitions amnng UNM's faculty the presidential Jist Oct. 20 by the
Joe Cavaretta
to have him added to the list of finaRegents, but asked that his name be
CAMPAIGN rhetoric is almost unbearable with the Nov. 2 General Election one week away. lists; and a report that gubernatorial withdrawn from consideratibn on
U.S. Sen. Gary Hart, D-Colo., was here Tuesday to stump for Democratic congressional candidate Toney Anaya will press- Friday. He was one of the candidates
ure the Regents to hire John Aragon suggested Oct. 1 to the Regents by
candidates Bill Richardson (middle} and Jan Hartke.
if elected and the president's post the search committee, but was not
still vacant.
originally invited to campus.
William Weeks, executive assisPerovich served as vice president
tant to the UNM president, said he for business and finance before takWASHINGTON (UPI) - Con- major issue.
0.3 percent rate in August and 0.6 in did not know anything about the ru- ing the post of interim president July
mored offer to Perovich because the I. He assumed the position when
sumer prices inched up only 0.2 per"The rate of increase in the last July.
cent last month, the Labor Depart- couple of months would suggest it's
If the month's price performance Regents make such a decision. ex-President William E. "Bud"
ment said Tuesday - another sign going to be a lower rate as the year were repeated 12 times the annual Weeks said his duties are related Davis left to become the chancellor
of the Oregon state higher education
just a week before Election Day that progresses," he told reporters be- rate would be just 2.1 percent after only to the president's office.
Aragon was unavailable for com- system. Perovich has been at UNM
1982 may finish with the lowest in- fore heading to North Carolina on a adjustment for routine seasonal
nation rate in a decade.
campaign trip.
price trends. That was even lower ment, but Paul Garcia, executive since 194.8.
"By a curious coincidence," than August's 3.3 percent projected 9irector of Anaya's campaign in
September's Consumer Price InDonald Langenberg, deputy
dex was slowed by price declines for Reagan said, "the last time we had annual rate.
director of the National Science
houses, mortgages, gasoline, tires that (4.8 percent) inflation rate was
Foundation, will be the third finalist
and many other goods and services. the last time there was a Republican
to address the public in a forum at
So far this year inflation has fallen administration here" - in I 976
noon Monday in Rodey Theatre.
to a 4.8 percent annual rate, match- when Gerald Ford was president.
Langenberg, as with John Prucha
House Speaker Thomas O'Neill
ing 1976.
and Paul Rosenblatt's visits, also
Most analysts expect the year's Jr., D-Mass., responding with an
average to benefit from more of the equally partisan jab, said low infla- DENVER (UPI) - A second possi- nea only to remove the product from will meet in closed question-andsame price moderation at the ex- tion ''is the direct result of the worst ble poisoning involving Excedrin store shelves in Colorado and had no answer sessions with small groups
pense of a continuation of the reces- recession since the 1930s."
capsules contaminated by a deadly plans to ask the m'anufacturer, Bris- of academic deans; the Regents;
faculty members; alumni: the Pres"(President Herbert) Hoover mercury compound was reported tol Myers, to recall the capsules.
sion, which has sparked a postDeThe poisonings Monday came af· idential Search Committee; central
pression high unemployment rate of could point to an inflation rate of Tuesday by authorities who said a
zero in I 930 and a negative inflation bottle of the chemical was missing ter two other cases of product administration members; and a
10. I percent.
tampering in Grand Junction within group consisting of four members·
If their expectations hold from ratcof2 percent by 1932" during the from an aviation firm.
a
24-hour period.
from ASUNM and four from GSA.
October through December I 982 Depression, he noted.
Dr. Barry Rumack, director of the
A Maximum Strength Anacin
would finish with the lowest inflaBig price increases were confined Rocky Mountain Poison Center,
The other finalists who have not
tion rate since 1972's 3.4 percent.
to the broad category of medical care said Emily Jurick, 21, of Denver capsule was contaminated with rat
President Reagan was happy to and to some individual items like bought some Excedrin capsules at a poison and a p2in reiever capsule yet addressed the public and met
with the groups are Provo!.t McAlshowcase the favorable news with school tuitions and cigarettes.
northwest Denver pharmacy late was found in a Johnston frozen pie in
only a few days before next TuesThe 0.2 percent monthly rate for Monday and becme violently ill. the western Colorado town where lister Hull Jr.; Alex Mercure, a forday's elections, in which the eco- September was the lowest since ·She was hospitalized early Tuesday hydrochloric acid recently was mer UNM vice president; and AI
nomy and joblessness has been a April, and compared favorably to a and reported in ''good" condition. found in a bottle of Vi sine cyedrops . Utton, UNM professor of international and resources Jaw.
A suburban Aurora man, William after a man's eyes were injured.
Sinkovic, 33, also suffered mercuric
chloride poisoning Monday from
Extra Strength Excedrin capsules
purchased at a supermarket across
town, Rumack said. His condition
improved early Tuesday, but then
deteriorated to "serious" by midKent Kullby
After the meeting, Tonigan said day, officials said.
The Faculty Budget Review his students will begin immediately
Rumack said X-rays of the capCommittee is hoping to get a feel for to draw up possible questions to get a sules purchased by Ms. Jurick
UNM faculty's opinions on how the feeling for where· the faculty's showed signs of contamination by
university allocates its funds.
priorities. arc for funding, salaries mercuric chloride or another heavy
The committee decided Tuesday and benefits. The students will work metal, "but we won't know for sure
afternoon to have a group of gradu- with a subcommittee of the Budget until we get the lab results.''
ate students work on a possible sur- Review Committee on the ques''We have presumed this is
vey for the faculty. The information tions.
.
•
another mercury case or at least a
would help the committee to repre"In about three weeks we'll be heavy-metal case of some sort,"
sent the faculty when the it makes pilot testing the questions on facUI· Rumack said.
recommendations on the internal ty. Then the subcommittee will
He also reported receiving a call
allocations of the university's work with the students to prepare a
budget, said committee chairman possible survey and send it out to the from Stanley Aviation Corp. where
Richard King.
Budget Review Committee mem- a chemist said a 4-ounce bottle of
mercuric chloride was missing. Au~
''The information could also pro· bers for approval," Tonigan said.
vide our (university) administration
Tonigan said the survey should be rora police were investigating.
Rumack said mercuric chloride is
with another tool to lobby the legisl- sent out to faculty members .in mid.
ature with when they make presenta- December, if the committee a widely available, "very deadly
poison •' used in batteries and in gold
tions to committees and legisla- approves the survey.
King said he hopes the informa- refining.
tors," King said.
The center director urged the
Education Administration profes- tion wUJ strengthen the committee's
Food
and Drug Administration to
sor Richard F. Tonigan said he has position to make budget recomJoe CavareHa
four graduate students eager to work mendations to the university admi- force a recall of Excedrin capsules,
AMERICAN
INDIAN
MOVEMENT
leader
recites
original
poetry
but
FDA
consumer
affairs
officer
on the survey as a project for a sur- nistration during the spring
during
his
lectur•
last
night
at
the
SUB
ballroom.
Kathy
Brunner
said
the
agency
plan·
vey statistics class he teaches.
semester.

Monthly inflation rate at 0.2o/o

Second Excedrin poisoning
thought to be heavy metal

Survey to questio.n
faculty on allocations
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Poll Workers Needed
for the
ASUNM Senate Election on
November 10, 1982.
Must be an undergraduate at UNM.
Apply in person at Suite 242 in the
Student Union Building or call
277~5528 for more information.

RECI:t'JTER::i ON CA~-!Pl'S TODAY & TO?IORROI~
Sign up N~J:.; i\n· an intt•rvic•\v
I'LAn;:·!I~NT OFFl CE - }!ESA \'I STA, 2ND FLOOR
lNFOR}!.\T ION BOOTH IN Tim STl'DENT llN ION

:>i:.:\JtlR:Lt;[~AilS:

Wire Report
International News
Mexican workers
threaten strike
MEXICO CITY -The Mexican
Labor Minister said Tuesday that he
fears :,orne 13,500 businesses will
be paralyzed by strikes next week
unless labor and management en·
gage in speedy negotiations.
The Mexic.an Confederation of
Labor said it would be willing to
reduce its 50 percent wage hike demand to 25 percent, but warned it
would call a nationwide strike of
some 200,000businesses if management refused to cooperate.
Labor negotiations have been
held up by disagreements between
union leaders, in the midst of the
worst economic crisis since the De·
pression, marked by a 1983 100 per·
cent inflation rate,
In a televised interview, Labor
Secretary Sergio Garcia criticized
businesses for refusing to offer wage
hikes but raising prices. and said the
five days before the deadline would
not be enough time to resolve labor
disagreements.
The National Arbitration Board
said workers have threatened to
strike some 13,500 businesses Nov.
I if their demands are not met,
Businesses have protested they
can't afford to give raises, claiming
that 80 percent are hit hard by the
economic crisis and a fifth arc on the
point of bankruptcy.
Labor advisor Vicente Penaloza
said that both labor and management
arc waiting for the government take
a stand on the issue that would deter·
mine the course of negotiations.
Penaloza said many businesses
arc just receiving their formal strike
notices because the government, in·
undated by thousands of the forms,

Midnite madness at our preview

Monster Sale
Thursday October 28
7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.

Double Coupon Nite

by United Press International

is unable to process all of them.
Some 450,000 workers have been
laid off in recent weeks, adding to
the nation's 40 percent underem·
ployment and unemployment rate.

Parliament approves
11
social parasite" law
WARSAW, Poland- The .Polish
pari i amen t overwhelmingly
approved a tough ''social parasites''
law Tuesday that authorizes forced
labor and jail term~ for people be·
lieved to be avoiding work.
Western diplomats fear the new
law will be used against the rem·
nants of the outlawed Solidarity un·
ion. The country's powerful Roman
Catholic church also opposed the
measure.
But Communist Party deputy Ste·
fan Fiuk said the parliament rejected
the church's position "since it con·
tradicts social interests." Only 12
deputies voted against the bill.
"We must say from this platform
once again that it is in the interests of
the working people to approve the
solutions proposed," he said.
The vote in the Polish parliament,
or Sejm, on the social parasite law
and two other controversial mea·
sures on alcoholism and juvenile de·
linquency came after 6 hours of de·
bate in which few voices opposed to
the measures were heard.
Twelve parliamentary deputies
voted against the "social parasite"
law and 22 abstained. The other two
bill~ passed with a few abstentions
but no votes against.
The Sejm has 460 seats but only
those who vote against the measure
arc counted.
The new law stipulates that Poles
between 18 and 45 who have been
out of work for three months must
register with the state. This applies
to all Poles except a list of exempted
categories such as farmers, pension·
ers, disabled people and house·
wives.
·
People deemed to be evading
work "for socially unjustified
reasons" or living on suspect in·
come can be required to report for
questioning. They may be compel·
led to work for up to 60 days "for
public purposes" and may be liable
to a two-year jail sentence or other
penalitics, including confiscation of
apartments.

Police search for
victim's body

military groups responsible for "a
number of serious crimes" against
Catholics.
He said the location of the body
would be disclosed when security
allows.
Belfast police said they had no
reason to doubt the IRA claim it had
killed Cochrane but said it could not
be verified until the body was found.
Cochrane, a 54-year-old father of
one son, was abducted Friday on his
way to work. His disappearance
prompted the kidnapping the same
day of Catholic Joseph Donegan,
whose mutilated body was disco·
vered Monday in an alley in the Pro·
tcstant Shankill district in Belfast.
Donegan, father of seven chi!·
drcn, was beaten to death.
The Protestant Action Group, un·
heard of in Northern Ireland for
several years, also claimed credit for
the fatal shoting of Catholic activist
Peter Corrigan, 57 and the father of
J I, in Armagh City Monday.
News reports said three men were
being questioned in connection with
Donegan's slaying but police would
not comment.
The Monday killings followed a
month of sectarian slayings leading
up to last week's election of a new
78-seat provincial assembly. Both
Protestant and Catholic hardliners
made strong showings in the vote.

from $2.98
Attaches, T·Shirts, Supply & Gift Bargains
Cheap

Cheap

"I expect he'll be out in a day or
two," famed criminal attorney
Joseph Ball said after a meeting with
his client, who has spent eight days
behind bars since he was arreted
while allegedly trying to arrange a
$24 million cocaine deal to save his
failing sports car company.
He said an agreement has been
reached with U.S. attorneys as to
what pieces of property will be
offered to secure DeLorean 's bond
and said the time of his release de·
pcnds on "how fast the lawyers can
process the papers."
Federal prosecutors were not im·
mediately available for comment.
Ball also told reporters waiting
outside the prison that the former
General Motors whiz kid remained
"in good spirits."
To win his release from prison,
DeLorean must put up $250.000
cash and the remainder in collateral
from his 48-acre estate in San
Diego's plush Pauma Valley, which
has been for sale for nearly a year..

UN M Bookstore

$2.00 OFF

1

I LAI\GE PIZZA I

expires Od. 25, 1982

PIZZA EXPRESS

PIZZA EXPRESS

I1

any two or more item

243-2100

1710 Centro! SE
one coupon per pizza
limited dellv~ area

one

There is.
free Evelyn Wood Reading
Dynamics lesson wiH prove it to you. Today take
the free Reading Dynamics lesson and you can
dramatically increase your reading speed in that
one free lesson.

.

all the reading you're expected to do and kno~
plus still have time to do what you want to do.
Today you can increase your reading speed,
dramatically at the free Reading Dynamics
lesson. You've got nothing to lose but a lot of
cramming and sleepless nights. Reading Dynamics.
Now you know there Is a better way. Take the
free lesson and kiss your "N~Snooze" goodbye.

try our Video Games

$1.00 OFF

I
I
1
1I

.

Why let the responsibilities that college
demands deprive you of enjoying the college life?
With Reading Dynamics you can handle both-

1--------~-------I
I
I
·
1
I
I

&

~@)'11~~

LOS ANGELES - John DcLo·
rean's attorney said Tuesday he has
reached an agreement with federal
prosecutors on securing the auto·
maker's $5 million bail and said his
client will soon be released from
Terminal Island federal prison.

243-21 00 FREE DEUVEI\YI

1

·.··~

HOLY ROMAN EMPIRE

Delorean's attorney
arranges bail

Free $1 Credit

Books & Records

..

THE DECLINE AND
FALL OF THE

Look for coupons in the Daily Lobo,
they1 re worth double at Sneak Preview Nite.

Come in ond

.···

National News

BELFAST, Northern IrelandSecurity forces on both sides of the
Northern Ireland border Tuesday
mounted major searches to find the
body of a Protestant militia sergeant
killed by Irish Republican Army
guerrillas.
A caller to a Beffast .radio station
said the IRA "executed" Thomas
Cochrane, a sergeant in the Ulster
Defense Regiment part-time militia.
for involvement in Protestant para·

for customers in costume

TO BEA

1

1 ANY PIZZA
I
1
II

243-2100

1710 Central SE
one coupon per pizza

limited delivery CftO

I

II
1

LOCATION:
UNM Campus
See schedule
at right for
buildings,
rooms and times.

SCHEDULE
OF
FREE
LESSONS
TODAY OCT. 27 1:00pm 4:00pm 7:00pm
(Mechanical Engineering Bldg.)
1:00pm lesson is in Room 217
4:00pm and 7:OOpm lessons are in Room 220
Thursday Oct. 28 3:30pm 6:30pm
(Geology Bldg., Rm. 223)

FINAL FEW DAYS!
SEATING IS
LIMITED, SO
PLEASE PLAN
ON ATTENDING THE
EARLIEST POSSIBLE
LESSON!
> 1978 Evelyn Wood
Readtng Oynamtcs. Inc

--------~-------~

•
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DOONESBURY

Editorial

by Garry Trudeau

Life

and

Related
Subjects
The other day, when I was
standing in the supermarket
checkout line, I had a searing insight into the advertising industry. I usually have quite a bit of
time for insights when I'm in the
checkout line, because it takes
only about 35 seconds to read
the latest issue of "People"
magazine cover to cover and put
it back on the rack.
Anyway, next to the counter
was a little display rack selling
styptic pencils, which are those
little white sticks of alum that you
can never find when you cut
yourself shaving so you end up
using toilet paper. The styptic
pencils were packaged on little
cards with a picture of a romantic
interlude involving an attractive
young woman holding a bouquet of flowers In a meadow on a
summer day. Printed on this pic·
ture were the words "For Minor
Cuts and Insect Bites." I was
struck by the fact there is absolutely no relationship between
this picture and styptic pencils. I
mean, if the nanufacturers
wanted to emphasize the import-

Jude.
Some commercials are even
less relevant. Consider the case
of Mazola cornoil. The folks at
Mazola faced a knotty problem,
because very few things in the
world are more boring than
cooking oil. Some night when
you've got insomnia, start think·
ing about cooking oil, and you'll
be asleep in seconds. So after a
great deal ofthought, the folks at
Mazola came up with a brilliant
advertising idea: the hell with
cooking oil! Let's run a commercial featuring the primitive rituals
of American Indians! I mean,
why not? And it worked. Millions
of Americans who would never
otherwise have paid attention
watch those commercials with
great interest, trying to figure out
what Indian rituals have to do
with cooking oil.
But the real giant in irrelevant
advertising is the MacDonald's
fast-food chain. Don't get me
wrong: I think MacDonald's
makes an excellent french fry.
But there are quite a few things
they don't do. They don't wait on
your table, they don't cook your
food to order, they don't give you
plates and they don't clear your
table. And what is their advertis·
ing slogan? "We do it all for
you," that's what. I know this because I see about a dozen commercials a day in which large
choruses of cheerful uniformed
MacDonald's personnel sing that
they do it all for me. If MacDonald's were to put all those chorus members to work actually

Editor:

doing things for you, you'd never
have to lift a finger. They'd h.ave
employees to carry you out to
your car, if you wanted.
Lately, MacDonald's lead·
ership in the irrelevantadvertising field has been
strongly challenged by the U.S.
armed forces, which has created
an elaborate series of commercials that strongly suggest the
whole purpose of the Army,
Navy, Air Force and Marines is to
provide technical training for
young people. In no way do
these commercials even hint that
the big reason countries have
armed forces is that every now
and then they. have to send people somewhere to shoot and get
shot at. Instead, the commercials
show cheerful young people
doing technical things to computers and airplanes while an
announcer with a folksy voice
talks about the armed forces the
way you might speak to a very
stupid child ("Join today, it's
really neat/ Technical training
can't be beat/Wear a hat and feel
real proud/ Great big planes that
sound real loud," etc.). These
commercials pass the ultimate
irrelevant-advertising test,
namely that if you didn't already
know, you wouldn't have the
vaguest idea wnat they ware
actually selling. It wouldn't surprise me if one of these days I
was watching television and
soma American Indians came on
the screen and announced that
the armed forces have a fresh,
lemony scent.

7111/NK~, FRANK.

YOU'RE A Bl/M,

!3UT I LOV/3 YA.
/

Bottle bill works
in Oregon
Eaitor
As a student who recently returned home to New Mexico after living four years in Oregon, I
am incensed by the deceptive
and inaccurate propaganda ped·
died by bottle bill opponents in
several recent Lobo articles. I can
pesonally vouch for the outstanding success of Oregon's
bottle bill: compared to New
Mexico's littered roadsides, Ore·
gon's roadsides are immaculate;
beer and soft drink prices in Oregon are comparable to (and

Father Jim has
facts wrong
Editor:
I would like to address the article on homosexuals. Many of
Father Jim Kennedy's statements were not entirely correct.
First, Christianity and
homosexuality do not mix. The
Bible states in many scriptures
(Leviticus 18:22, Romans 2:2627, 1 Corinthians 6:9-10) that
unnatural relations with the
same sex is an abomination to
the Lord.
Second, yes, our God is a Living and Loving God who created

man in his image, to walk a
Christian walk obeying the laws
that he set forth for us. His wrath
will be seen by those who
choose to see it because they
chose not to see the light of
Righteousness.
Third, Father Jim cannot send
anybody to Hell nor does the
Lord. Man, by his own choice,
sends himself to Hell by his own
sins.
Fourth, Jesus can take away
the feeling of being a homosexual, if you let him.
Fifth, anybody on earth has
the potential to be a Christian.
We are the ones's who choose
whether or hOt to follow Christ
and take up the Cross.

LouAnn Martin

I believe that Marcy McKinley
and Richard Berthold are wrong;
I aIso believe they are racist. The
following is an explanation of
these beliefs.
First, McKinley and Berthold
want to protect certain very noble and very important principles. Of course they are not like
members of the Klu Klux Klan
(sic), And yet, in the final analysis, McKinley and Berthold lay
the groundwork for the construction of racism of which the Klan
is the most extreme example.
Second, those who a're so
strongly arguing the freedom of
speech/freedom of the press line
are missing the true issue in this
controversy. That issue always
has been racism. Minority students do not normally spend
their time sitting in the Lobo
office, They were very angry and
upset about Blazek's editorial.
Their anger was sincere. They
felt the editorial was racist, even
if many white students did not.
For the minority students, the
issue was one of racism, not one
of freedom of speech,
Third, American history is fil.
led with slavery, genocide, exploitation, racism, sexism and
other kinds of oppression. People of color, and women, have
been the primary victims. If
some whites have shed blood to
protect freedom of speech, many
more persons of minority groups
have died, have been murdered,
or have been beaten in the pro·
cess of seeking their liberty.
Also, and most significantly,
freedom of the press and freedom of speech historically have
been the possessions ofwealthy,
white men. People of color and
women have never owned the
presses of this country. And
now, after the last 30 years of
struggle for civil rights, minOr·
ities and women are justified in
reacting to new manifestations
of discrimination.

Letters--------------often cheaper than) those in
other states; and retailers have
established a remarkably convenient and efficient method of re·
turn of the containers. As a re·
suit, Oregonians of all ages,
races and political persuasions
are, justifiably, stubbornly proud
of the progress their bottle bill
has had in improving the overall
quality of life in their state-- a
quality of life which has earned
Portland, Oregon the Enviromental Protection Agency's
designation as the most livable
city in the United States. The
state of New Mexico should fol·
low Oregon's progressive lead
by passing the bottle bill during
the next legislative session.
Matthew lkle

ASUNM Film Committee presents

The issue
is racism

Advertising, products often unrelated
ance of always carrying a styptic
pencil, even in a meadow, you'd
think the picture would show the
man with some blood dribbling
down his chin, or the woman using the bouquet to scratch an insect bite on her shin. But they
both look fine. You get the impression that alum is the farthest
thing from their minds.
That's what led me to my in·
sight, which is that nowadays a
Jot of advertising has nothing
whatsoever to do with the actual
purpose of the product being
advertised. The theory seems to
be that since most products are
fairly boring, the advertising has
to stress something romantic
and exciting, even if it'·s
irrelevant to the product. For example, bathroom-bowl cleanser
commercials do not stress that
the cleanser actually cleanses,
because that would be boring,
All cleansers cleanse, for
heaven's sake. So instead, the
commercial stresses, say, that
the cleanser has a fresh, lemony
scent, and they show your typical deranged TV-commercial
housewife getting all worked up
over this fact. What an exciting
life she leads I Her toilet isn't just
clean; her toilet smells like a citrus fruit! How many people can
say that? The housewife cannot
believe the excitement that has
come into her life. She is so crazy
about her cleanser scent that you
half expect her to dab some behind her ears, then grab a styptic
pencil and head out to the
meadow for a romantic inter-

Letters
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The New MeJ<;co Daily Lobo is published
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lications of the University of New Me.JCico.
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Fourth, I have called McKinley
and Berthold racist for the following reasons: They are insensitive to the meaning of racism as it is felt by those who are
the victims of it; they misunderstand the real reason for the
angry response of minority students, do not attempt to see the
deeper significance of that response, and stand behind legalisms which never have been as
responsive to people of color as
they have been to whites; in not
criticizing racism, and in not
making the battle against racism
a priority of their discussion,
they in fact lessen the seriousness of racism and its effects.
Finally, it is wrong that those
who were angry and showed
their anger are being called a
"mob.'' No group ever has won
its liberty without some kind of
mass action. The people who sat

in at the Lobo were remarkably
restrained. To call them a "mob"
Is to blame the victims for resenting their victimization. McKinley
was extremely negligent in carrying out her duties as editor.
She is still not de<Jiing with the
issues with any sensitivity to t:-.e
ideas and feelings of minority
students. I feel that this is a racist
attitude and that it is fair to call
for her dismissal. I would prefer
that she resigned. If neither of
these actions comes to pass,
there still remains one further
option for her (and Berthold).
This option is to consciously and
actively join the daily struggle,
led by minorities and women, to
overcome racism and sexism,
and by doing so, to begin to
change the world.
Farrell Brody

Use and abuse
of freedom

Finally, it has been said in let·
ters to the editor that we should
not be hurt by expressed opin·
ions and by a little name-calling
or that mere words should never
hurt us. But it has also been said
that "the power of the pen is
often more powerful than the
sword." As for myself, the namecalling does not hurt me. I am
much too callous to be hurt by
the racial slurs that are too often
heard spoken under breath,
What does hurt me is that I. and
many others have fought to protect our freedoms and now those
same freedoms are being used
against me and my integrity.

Today's Feature

Death Race 2000
7:00, 9:30
SUB Theatre • SUB/Lower Level/South Entrance
Undergraduates $2.QO Graduates/Non-students $2.50

Cry for your freedoms and I
will defend them, but abuse
them and I will join the "mob.''
P.S. Mr. Berthold, how ironic that
your article is a "view from the
bottom;" clearly your superior
intelligence and gross arrogance
are evidence that you can only
see from the top.
Johnnie R. Vigil

lobo
men's
shop

Editor:
I would like to address this let·
ter to all of those, including you,
that are surreptitiously trying to
evade the issues by clinging to
such a ludicrous premise of freedom to the press. Yes, it is true
that our great Constitution
grants us such basic freedoms,
and !,like many others before us,
will defend our freedoms to the
death. But, I. among others, will
not defend you or others that use
those same freeqoms to satisfy
your own egotistical needs or
otherwise abuse them for ulterior motives.
Our great nation was built
upon those same freedoms that
we all strive for, but those same
freedoms abused can also destroy this nation; as a hammer
may be used to build a magnificent structure, it may also be
used to destroy it. Along with
freedom of the press, we are
guaranteed the freedom to bear
arms, but surely no civilized person or persons take that to mean
bear arms against our neighbor,
although the number of homicides in this country is evidence
that some people exercise their
right too far. We are also given
the freedom of religion, but did
that freedom give Jim Jones the
right to psychologically subjugate and ultimately solicit the
deaths of hundreds offollowers?
We are given the right to peaceful assembly to protest and demonstrate. Why is it that we are
not called a mob when we
assemble to protest such issues
as nuclear war, destruction of
our ecology, unjust war and inept politicians? Why were we not
called a mob when we were
assembled to go to Vietnam to
fight for human rights? We are
only calfed mob when our ideals
and causes do not serve your
purposes. Our issues and struggles are just as valid as yours;
only now our struggle serves no
· purpose to better those that call
us mob.
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Week Three tournament games are: Zaxxon Stargate and Donkey Kong

Grand Prize
3 days and 2 nights
at Taos Tennis Ranch
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'

Second Prize
Atari Home Video System
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Week Two Winners:
J, Okop~ki Robotrcm 1,153,700
Jard Pfe•ffer Centipede 413,164
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Petition questions tenure of librarians
Theresa Murphy

Student Bookstore
Opposite UNM
2122 Central SE 243-1777
Servmg the
Un1vers1ty of New Mexico
and the Albuquerque area
Mon-Fn 8 30-5;30 Sat 10:00·5:00

For Quality writing and drafting
We stock all

Pentel Automatic Pencils

A petition questioning the application of tenure to library staff
was sent Monday to Provost McAllister H. Hull by David A. Sanchez,
mathematics professor.
The petition included more than
80 names of faculty from the departments of biology, chemistry, geology, history, mathematics, physics,
politiclll science and psychology.
In his letter to Provost Hull, Sanchez stated that the tenure policy
"nllows non-research, non-teaching
staff a life.long sinecure, it has recently resulted in the loss or forthcoming departure of serveral extremely talented young reference
librarians.''
Fran Oscadal, history/political
science reference librarian, left to
take on similar duties at Dartmouth.

SIP/ to
.
rematn open
The Southwestern Indian
Polytechnic Institute (SIPI) has been
officially notified by the U.S. Department of Interior that the school
remain open.
The Bureau of Indian Affairs
announced that the decision has
been made to continue operation of
SIPI through the 1982-83 school
year.
SIPI is the only aU-Indian technical-vocational school in the United
States. Currently, students from
more than 70 different tribes are enrolled in 48 different certificate
programs in 12 high-demand career
fields.
"We are continuing our mission
of training Native Americans for the
workforce," said SIP! President
Bob Martin.
Students wishing to apply for
Spring semester starting Jan. 20,
1982, should contact their agency or
SIP! at 766-3095.

Carol Hutchins, a science reference
librarian, will be leaving in June.
In a memo to Sanchez, biology
professor Donald Duszynski, said
that he was shocked to hear of
Hutchins' leaving.
After six years of service, the
librarian is reviewed on four principle areas stated in the Faculty Handbook. The areas are: teaching, scholarship, research, or other creative
work, service in the community or in
professional organizations, and personal characteristics.
Sanchez said the library staff felt
like second-class citizens and
elected themselves "faculty" with
benefits.
As the library staff is nonteaching, non-research professional
staff, it would be difficult to apply
the first two qualifications for tenure
toward them, he said.
In a letter Sanchez wrote for
Hutchins' review, he said, "I would
find it hard to believe that a young
science librarian who wants to master all the areas for which she is
responsible, perform reader services

Announcements In Lip Service will be run rhe day
bt/ore the event and the day of the e~·ent ·On a space

avallabte basis. Lip Service is available to (1/l UNM
non-projir or&aniz.arlons. Forms for Lip Service can

be picked up in Marron Hall, room /38 and must be

turned in by2.p,m, thedQy prior to publication.

Today's Events
"C1nter Planning:

Th~

Why's and How's'' will be

held (rom 2 p.m. to 3 p.m. today in Career Services,
Mesa VIsta, 2131.
A Cardiac Pulmonary Re1wltallon Class will be
held from S p.m. lo 9 p.m. today in the Student
Health Center. ReglstrP.tion is required.

ncommUnicatlon Sklll!l Test Revlewi• will meet
from 4 p.m. to 5 p.m. lodny in the University Skills
Center, third noor I Zimmerman Library.

A SJI<IIlng Workshop will be held from ll a.m. to
J2 noon in the University Skills Cen1er.

ASUNM Senate
Election
will be held November 10, 1982
10 Full Term positions and
2 Half Term positions are available
Petitions are available October 27, 1982
in Suite 242 of the Student Union Building
Petitions due at 5:00pm Monday November 1, 1982

j'Gulli ldd Lou for Non-Ctmodial P•i'enls"· will
be held from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. today in the Women's
Center.

The Spnlsh· Club wUI meet at 3 p.m. today in the
International Center, Las Lomas Ave. Auditions ror
the club's: play will be held and refreshments wlll be
served..

The Presidential Stl1o1a1'7i Club will meet at6 p.m.
today in the Honors Center. Will be setting a date for
the colloquia.
The Peace Corps will present a film titled "The
Toughest Job You•u Ever Lo'o'e'' at 7:30 p.m. today
at the Sala.ko Inn, 12901 E. Central. Persons in~
teresled In joining the Peace Corps are lnviled.
Former Peace Corps volunteers will attend and are
also invhcd. More information Is ayailabte at 271~
2961.
The Ptace Corps wilt have recruiters In the SUB
from 9 a.m. to S p.m. loday and from9a.rn. to noon
Thursday.
PslChl will meet at 5 p.m. today in the Psychology
Buildins;, room 130. Dr. Janet Belew, Ph.D., Social
Psychologist, will be speaking on 11AIIitudes and
Psychological Aspeclscf Asing."
Tbe Lesbltn Support Club will sponsor a Lesbinn
Rap session will meet from 7:30 p.m.to9 p.m. today
in the Women's Center, downsta.lrs,
The Gay and Letbltn Sludeat tJnlon will distribute
Information on ASUNM awareness day from 11 p.m.
to t p.m. today in tlle SUB Ballroom. There will be a
self·defense .seminar, the GLSU fundralser tonight
and Common Bond activities.
Tht Colltge Rep•bllctlll will meet at 1 p.m. today

In the SUB, room 230.

The Surl Dtnce Clubi featuring simple songs and
dances from the major devotional traditions of the
world designed to promote peaee and unity among
the dancers, will meet from 7:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.
today in llle SUB, room 253. No previous nperience
necessary. More informal ion is available at 243-6091
or 268-5743.

The Muwel1 Museum of Anthropolojy will have a
brown bag lunch ·featuring Professor J.J. Brody,
director' of the Muwell Museum, who will show
slides and discuss the resuhs of his r«:ent visit to
China with a team of scholars from the school of
American Research at 12 p.m•. today..

SJmphony of Lite will sponsor an ·advanced T'ai
Chi Chih Class from 5:30 to 6:30p.m. tOdilys in the
SUB, room231C. Moreinformatlonisavailable from
Carrni!n Byrnes at 842:•1:389.

Albuquerque. Men •a•tnst Ripe and Sexl!lm will
have a film and a discussion frOm 8 p.m. to 10 p.m.
today in the Rape Crisis Center. More information is
available from Doug Frieden at 871-5423.

The Art Museum wiil present Carl Andre who will
lecture at 7:30 p.m. today in tlle Fine Arts Ccnaer.
room 2018. The lecture Is in conjunction with the
••Carl Andre/Ana Mendieta" exhibition presently on
display at the Museum.

Thursday's Events

The Polltlul Sdrnct Dtpanment will present a ftcc

showing of the c:Jassic film ••salt of tlle Eartll" at 7
p.m. today in Hayward Hall, rC!Om 147. Tllere will
also be a special guest appearance by Juan Chacon,
star of the film.
StudentAisotladon will meet
for lunl!h and forum at 12 p.m. today at the Jnstltute
ofReliglon,l«iiI Orand NE.
TheLiuu~DaySaini

Absentee ballots available November 3-9, 1982
in Suite 242 of the Student Union Building
Any referendums wanted on the ballot
are due on Nov.1, 1982.

for faculty and students, and keep
abreast of the technological advances in science librarianship would
have time to write anything that
wasn't a worthless jourm\1 filler."
Paul Vassallo, Dean of Library
Services, however, said one faculty
member has written a science fiction
novel, and another has written
several worthwhile articles.
Sanchez asked that the tenure
policy be examined. He said a non•
uniform policy is generally unwanted but perhaps for areas such as
the dental program and the library
would benefit more ifthey had their
own set of standards for tenure,
Clark said there hasn't been any
problem with the tenure policy as it
stands.
Dean Vassallo said the tenure
policy for library faculty is the same
for everyone else. "We pull our
weight," he said.
Sanchez suggests the tenure policy for librarians at other uni versitics
be examined.
"Librarians are valuable people," said Sanchez, "This terrible
attrition must be stopped."

11
llte Job Search: Selling the Porduct-l'ouP' will
be held from 3 p.m. to 4 p.m. Thursday in Career
Services, Mesa Vista Halt, 2131.

A Smoking Cesutfon Worbhop will be hdd from
7 p.m. to 9 p.m. 1"hllrsday in the Student Health
Center. Registration i!t required.
The Department of Chembtry Colloquium will
present Professor P.W. Jer.nings, Montana State
UniverSity. who will speak en ·~Tran~itton Metal
Reactions With Smail CatbacycJes" at 4 p.m.
Thursday In theChenilstry Building, room 166.

Util PRE-ItiiiiCAL1/t».;
I/ PiuESSIINS CLUB
277-6565

~'c)}!.

S.U.B. 24-D

Come Meet

Polling Places will be:
Student Union Building
Bus Stop {Across from Campus Police)
Nursing/Pharmacy Building
La Posada Dining Hall
Marron Hall
Mitchell Hall
Farris Engineering Center
Anderson School of Management
Johnson Gym

The Pre-Med Professions Club
at a special cheese & cold cut buffet
& get together.

6pm Thurs. Oct. 28
in Education Bldg. 101
Speakers Begin at 7pm and feature

Dr. Alonzo Atencio
& Dr. Margaret Garberina
from UNM School of Medicine
speaking on minority issues and
medical school admissions.

Dr. Lawrence Leyba
on careers in Osteopathic Medicine
Also information on
Armed Forces Medical Scholarships

Increasing interest enables UNM to expand Human Services
Many students are interested in
the field of human services, but few
know what it's all about, said UNM

Zimmerman
has a leak
Julie Matteucci
Walking along the south and east
walls of the !.ower level in Zimmerman Library one can see rows of
plastic buckets lined up ready to be
put in place when it rains.
This lower level addition of the
library was built between 1974 and
1975. Since then it has leaked and
the condition has become progressively worse, said Alice Clark,
assistant dean for reader's services.
Nobody seems to be able to figure
out from where the water is coming
and causing all the damage. However, the problem is being investigated
by the physical plant department.
Maintenance manager Joseph
Carrasco said that the "moisture" is
possibly coming through the Mexican tiles on the deck of Zimmerman
Library.
"We have some engineering
firms studying the problem, and
they will make recommendations on
how to repair it," Carrasco said.
The firms should have. the information they need in tw,o weeks, he said.

Human Services faculty member
Susan Uzer.
In response to the large number of
inquiries the Human Services Program receives, the progr11m will offer
a course this Spring called "Introduction to Human Serivices," Uzer
said. The course had been offered
previously only to students who
already had been accepted into the
program

"We're picking up a lot of calls
from students asking aboutlhe program, but many of them are confused
about the field," Uzcr said.

quickly if they like the work," she
said. "In baccalaureflte progrums u
student doesn't find out until much

The two-year program provides

Thirty students arc enrolled in the
program this year, but Uzcr said the
small size facilitates a better support
group among the students. The
smaller classes also provide students
with more attention from the
teacher, she added,

an l\Ssociate degree in Human Services, and Uzer said graduates are
finding jobs.
"Internships are an integral part
of the curriculum. Students find out

The program prepares students
for entry level positions working
directly with clients in a variety of
mental health and social service
agencies. The curricula requires 31
hours of courses within the department, including interviewing, group
dynamics and family processes. As
part of their training, students are
assigned to agencies in the community for 15 hours weekly for three
semesters.
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After seven years of leaking water, Zimmerman has a ruined section
with missing ceiling panels; peeling,
stained plaster; and bwwning,
shrinking carpet with water stains.

-

School
AlbuQuerque, NM
: -:--They
last long.:. won't
.

"The carpet will have to be replaced - at least the stained sections," Clark said. The library has
even blocked off, with construction
flags, a portion of study cubicles.

~.
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Computer pod
hours extended
Robert Wood
The Engineering Annex hours
have been extended for the rest ofthe
semester through the voluntary help
of four student programming consultants, according to Jim Hutchins,
acting manager of User Support at
the Computer Center.
Consultants Bagher Dayyani,
Fcerouz Jafari, Brad Peterson and
Dale Bryan offered to work the extended hours without pay because of
the crowded conditions at the Annex
pod, said Rebecca Dicks, student
consultant manager.
The Annex now closes at 2 a.m.
instead of midnight Monday through
Friday and at 7 p.m. on Saturday. It
also opens one-half hour earlier, at
7:30 a.m., on Tuesday and Thursday and at noon on Sundays, Hutchins said.
The new hours have "spread the
crowds out,'' according to Bill Ziegler, Engineering Annex coordinator.
He said quite a few students are taking advantage of the extra time since
the schedule has been in effect. The
extended hours wiii only be in effect
this semester because no funds are
available for such extenions in the
future.
He said the Computer Center
appreciated the four student programming consultants' extra effort
and will try to recognize these
efforts with written recommendations like those awarded for work on
special projects.

$5 REWARDI

so.ooo legendary hamburgers are on the way!
Believe it or not, 50,000 hamburgers won't last long. (A similar
Festival in Arizona sold out by
mid-afternoonJ Be sure you aren't
disappointed; use this handy
order fOrm to reserve your case
of 60 White castles.
Of course, few families can eat

,.,;

60 at once-but you can split an
order with friends, have a White
castle Party, or keep a supply in
your freezer.
As you read this, cooks in Mid·
west White castles are preparing
the hamburgers. so don't wait.
send your order today.
,-------------------------~----~---

Don't miss out.

oueenof
Heaven SChool

Dlbite ~astle
~~STIIIJ~i
IN ASSOCIATION WITH

For the ,_,.news tip of
the wNir. Soun:H will bfl
held strlf:tly confidentl•l.
Conteet Eve er.a, N.ws

, Editor; •t 217-SIJ56.

\

BEKINS VAN LINES
FRIEDMAN MICROWAVE OVENS
BAllliO'S

oraera 'case of White
castles. Advance oraers
accepted fOr fUIJcases
onrv. Share Witll friends.
or keep •em 11'1 vour
freezer. one case con·
talns 60 hamburgers
and costs $29.95 •..
Including free cooler
and Instructions for
re·heating. send order
form and check or
monev order-no cash.
please.
Make check payable to:

QUeen of Heaven scnool PFA

send check
to: Scnool PFA
Queen
Of Heaven
5303 Phoenix Ave. NE
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87110

asde

,m~·ae ~

I

®

Name

Address
order

·

ZIP

cases at S29.95 per case. Total

Each case contains 60 White castle hamburgers,
Pick up your brdet Nov. 20. 1982. 8 AM-5 PM at
Oueen of Heaven School Cafeter/.1
Deadline. orders must be postmarked No~ 13. 1982.

I'll!(~
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Arts

Arts-'

'Modern-maze maker' sculpture
to be erected on UNM campus

Children musicians
to perform classics

Wren Propp
A ~culpturc designed by u "mod·
cru nurlc·rnakcr" will be butlt on
uniwrsity property this spring.

The work, by conceptual artist
Dennis Oppenheim. will be funded
by a City Art Board erant of
$10,000. Churlcs Mattox, member
of the board and professor emeritus

ARE YOUR CAREER GOALS
COMPATIBLE WITH
YOUR PERSONALITY
•
•
•
•
•

Learn the career fields that best suit your 12ersonali!Y.
Direct your academic efforts efficiently
Prepare for the career offering greatest self:9ratiflcation
Avoid time-wasting attempts to become what you are not
learn the Qersonali!Y_ traits .to work on to achieve your goals

8y , omparrng your personality profrle w1tt1 the personality profile\ of
tnuusdn<11 o( sue tP~Sful men dnd women 1n a varrrty of career f,elds
f'Er<SONAMETRIX c ,111 cJeterm1ne tt1c r'xtrnt to wh1d1 your pe~SOnJiity ,.,
'•UitPd for d \fW( rfJt (drepr
'>lfnply wmpiPIF our 60·m1nute self·aclmJnlstewcJ personality 1nvrnrory '"
ltH' pccv,•ry of your home ,,mJ retur<11t to us We Will assess your person"'
ddt.t profes 1,onally ,1nd return a comprehenSive report destnhcnq your
person,11ity prof1lr> end the extent to whdl your profile rQSembles the pro
fliPs of tl>ose wl1o t1ave drtlleved success in career frelds thot JnJerrst vou
Send your neme, eddrcss and 525.00 jcheck or money orderj

to

PERSONAMETRIX
9171 Wilshire

Blvd., Suite 300, Beverly Hills, CA 90210

TEACH
A LESSON IN
GOODWILL
PEACE CORPS
The Th1rd World needs teachers So does Peace Corps
The sc1ences Engltsh vocat1onal sktlls. educatton
speCialties- --all are vttal needs 1n over 60 countnes
wh1ch hosl Peace Corps volunteers Our teachers serve
1n many capac1t1es elementary and secondary schools.
untverslltes. and trade schools Even teacher tratntng
programs If you wan! lo help poor people help them
selves. call Peace Corps Its a lesson you II never forget

SENIORS/t:IMDS: Sign up NOhl for an intcrVit>w
PLACE}lENT OFPICI\ - ~!liSA VISTA, 2ND FLOOR
.INFORHATION BOOTH IN THE STVDENT UNION

of art, said the board will use part of
one percent of the monies received
from city transportation bonds given
to the board to promote public art
work.
''The board voted unanimously in
favor of the project. The $10,000 is
for materials, though we hope to get
much of the materials for the sculpture donated," Mattox said.
The site for the work is located at
Lomas and Las Lomas Road on the
southeastern corner next to the tmnsformers. City Art Board money was
provided because the site is next to a
city street, Mattox said.
"This work may be valued at
$75,000," Mattox said. "Dennis
Oppenheim has other works that arc
part of major collections in this
country and Holland."
Oppenheim, a recent visiting
artist lecturer to the Art department,
began work on the design last week,
Mattox said. The New York-based
artist has donated his time to the
project.
Sculpture students will participate
in the project. Part of the Art Board
grant may also provide wages for
workers constructing the sculpture.
Even without wages, Mattox said
the project will provide a valuable
experience for student participants.
"The construction of the sculpture will be a valuable teaching tool.
This will be a chance for them to
work with an active professional,"
Mattox said.
Students enrolled in sculpture
classes in the Art department may
volunteer to work at the site.
Sculpture by Oppenheim has been
built at another university. His work
is on the campus of Cranbrook
Academy of Art, a school of design
founded by Frank Lloyd Wright.

Chinese arts
open brown bag
A lecture and slide presentation
on popular arts in China will be the
first program in the fall semester
brown bag lunch series today, sponsored by UNM's Maxwell Museum
of Anthropology,
Dr. J .J, Brody, director of Maxwell Museum, will discuss the results of his recent visit to China with
a team of scholars from the School of
American Research. The lecture and
all others in the series will be held
(rom noon to I p.m. in the museum
patio or the adjoining conference
room.

rot-
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Ten little musicians from Japan
will be heard tonight at 8:15 in Pope·
joy Hall. The program will not fea·
ture "children's music" per se, instead the children will perfotm the
works of such masters as Bach,
Vivaldi, Mozart and Beethoven. All
arc students of the world famous
Shinichi Suzuki or of teachers
trained by him. Dr. Masaaki Honda,
a physician and Director of Talent
education in Japan, will again head
this year's tour.

WORLDS LARGEST marching band is what (front) Roger Navak and Cara Moore; and (back) Jeff Garcia and
Larry Hill members of the UNM Marching Band are
rehearsing for.

UNM marching band members
play in All-American Band
Four members of the Univcrsiy of New Mexico Marching
band traveled to Orlando, Fla ..
last week to join the ranks of the
world's largest marching band.
The students were keeping in
step with the 500-mcmbcr AllAmerican College Band which
was assembled to participate in
the opening ceremonies of a new
Walt Disney center- the Ex·
pcrimental Prototype Commun·
ity of Tomorrow (EPCOTJ.
Musicians from 142 universities
throughout the country participated in the event.
T.he four students were
selected upon the recommenda-

lion of UNM Marching Band
Director Harold van Winkle for
their music ablity and contribu·
tion to the UNM music department.
The students arc: junior Cara
Louise Moore, tenor saxophone,
1810 Mesa Vista NE (the Chi
Omega sorotity house); junior
Jeffrey D. Garcia, sousaphone,
son of Hames and Viola Garcia,
321 65th St. SW; senior Larry T.
Hill. trumpet, son of Doug Hill,
9024, Aspen NE, and senior Roger D. Novak, French horn, son
ofbaniel and Mary Helen Novak
at 2512 Yale, Alamogaordo.

The Annual ASUNM Arts and Crafts Fair
December 2, 3, and 4
in the Student Onion Ballroom

It was during the dark aftermath
of World War II that Dr. Suzuki,
seeking some way to restore joy to
the lives of the war-wracked children around him, chanced to reflect
that all children the world over, at a
very early age, exhibit a remarkable
intellectual achievement: they learn
to speak a language - and they do
so almost entirely by imitating their
parents and people around them,
Was it not possible, Suzuki asked
himself, that children could learn to
play a musical instrument through
this same "mother tongue"
approach, by .learning to listen and
to imitate? Being a violinist, Suzuki
set out to test his theory with his own
instrument. His very first pupil,'
four-year-old Toshiya Eto, went on
to graduate from Philidelphia's Curtis Institute of Music. He was also a
professor there for seven years.
Incidentally, Toshiyo Eto is now

Japan's leading violin virtuoso.
Dr. Suzuki has devoted his life to
the development of "Talent Education," as he terms his teaching philosophy, and by now m;~ny
thousands of Japanese children have
learned to play the violin and other
instruments as naturally and simply
as they learned to speak.
During the past 15 years, groups
of Suzuki students have come to the
United States each October on the
annual Talent Education Tour, a living demostration to their audiences
of efficacy of the "Su:z;uki
Method." Dr. Suzuki himself has
conducted workshops in major·
American conservatories and hun·
dreds of American music teachers
have availed themselves of adv·
anced training under Suzuki at his
own school in Matsumoto, or in the
summer workshops at the various
American campuses coordinated by
the Suzuki Association of the Amer·
icas. By now countless enthusiastic
American teachers of stringed instruments and piano are applying the
principles of Talent Education to
their own teaching, often with
astounding results.
In many other countries the Suzuki method has found fertile soil, And
in various years the October Talent
Education Tour has been extended
to include visits to England, France,
Switzerland, New Zealand and Australia.

Documentary films
slated for November
A series of newsreels,
documentaries and propaganda
films from the 1930s and 1940s will
be featured here during November.
These free films arc open to UNM
faculty, staff and students.
The series is funded by the UNM
Foundation, Inc., as part of a UNM
Honors Center course on the '30s.
The films, each to be shown in
Room 149 of Woodward Hall, starting at 3:30 p.m., include the following:
- Thursday, Nov. 4, a newsreel
from Aug. 17, 1932, featuring re·
ports on the presidential campaigns
of President Herbert Hoover and
Franklin D, Roosevelt; and "The
Land,'' a 1942 government
documentary on the problems of
starvation and the misuse and ero-

sion of land in the United States;
-Tuesday, Nov. 9, "Power
and Land," a 1940 government
documentary on the effect of rural
electrification on an Ohio farm
family; and ''A Tuesday in November,'' a 1945 government
documentary about the electoral
process during 1944;
-Thursday, Nov. II,
"Triumph of the Will," a l935Nazi
propaganda film with English subtitles about the 1934 Nazi Congress
and the Nazi "will to rule the
world;"
-Monday, Nov. 15, "Mein
Kampf," a 1961 documentary made
with captured German film about
Hitler and his attempt to rule
Europe;
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Attention Artists
Specifications:
1) Only handmade Arts and Crafts by New Mexican artists
will be allowed.
2) No moss produced or commercial items will be allowed.
3) No tables will be sold for less than the three day period.
4) No food can be sold bycraftspersons. This is in accordance
with SUD policies.
5) You may share o table With another craftsperson.

Registration Dates:
UNM Students Nov. 3-5
General Public Nov. 8-10

Place of registration:
ASUNM Crafts Area Dasement of the Student Union, UNM

Fees:
Ballroom Table $40 for three days
Hallway Tobie $35 for three days

Musicians Needed
Specifications:
1) Musicians needed for two hour blocks.
2) Cossette tope or live audition.
3) All varieties of music accepted.

Please contact:
ASUNM Crofts Area Dasement of the Student Union

ntore idiDYII\AiiOvt

Student Bookstore

Audition dates

Opposite UNM

arranged between Oct. 25 and Nov. 12
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An open letter to the UNM Student Publications Board:

FIRE MARCY McKINLEY
Freedom of the Press is not
AT ISSUE
Constitutional protection under the First Amendment does not extend to an employee of a
newspaper who prints something she has not read, much less written. Should the Publications
Board wish to ratifY the racist message of the October 13th editorial, it has the Constitutional right
to retain Marcy McKinley. The Student Coalition Against Racism believes that Marcy McKinley
has a constitutional privilege to make any editorial comment she wishes, However, in certain
circumstances this Board has authority to discharge the editor of the Daily Lobo. Neglect of duty,
misconduct, mismanagement of student publications offices, and violations of the requirements
and policies of the Publications Board are not protected by the First Amendment. Fire Marcy
McKinley.

Responsibility is at Issue
The charges demanding the firing of Marcy McKinley were brought by the Student Coalition
Against Racism because:

1. The Daily Lobo is a student newspaper, paid for in part by student funds;
2. Marcy McKinley is a paid employee of the Daily Lobo;
3. Marcy McKinley NEGLECTED HER DUTIES as editor. Every staff memlJer
ofthe Daily Lobo knows that the editorial page is Marcy's. On October 13, 1982,
she utterly failed to do her job by allowing an unauthorized editorial containing
libelous matter to appear in the Daily Lobo. Fire Marcy McKinley.

4. The continuous pattern of insensitivity and hostility toward raciallethnic minor·
ities evidences the fact that Ms. McKinley has used her office, as well as the·
editorial page, to vent her own personal biases. This is a gross abuse of her
position in a place of high trust, and constitutes MISCONDUCT on her part.
Fire Marcy McKinley.

5. As Marcy McKinley cannot control what her subordinates print on her page, she
is guilty of MISMANAGEMENT. Fire Mat·cy McKinley.
6. The Publications Board has ultimate responsibility for the contents of the Daily
Lobo. Accordingly, this Board has expressly adopted the code of Ethics of the
U.S. Student Press Association and the Canons of Journalism. Marcy McKinley
has repudiated t-hese Canons by failing to consider tl1e public welfare of the
University, by "partisanship in editorial comment which knowinglydep&rtsfrorn
the truth" and "does violence to the best spirit of American journalism," by
"losing good f.-.ith with the reader," by "publish(ing) unofficial charges affecting
reputation or moral character" of a group, and by "professing high moral purpose ... (while) ... supply(ing) incentives to base conduct." She has VIOLATED
THE ANNOUNCED REQUIREMENTS AND POLICIES OF THE BOARD.
Fire Marcy McKinley.

Is Racism at Issue?
Marcy McKinley has, above her own signature in the Daily Lobo, implied that
Navl\io tribal precedent is to dole out rnoney for the purchase of"pickups and
liquor" at the expense of tribal pride. (7-22-82). She has called theN avajo claims
in the Hopi/Navajo land dispute "just plain silly." (I d.) She has, in print, referred
to the historical events surrounding Francisco Villa's efforts at the turn oF the
century "Pancho Villa's Mexican Jeign of terror." (9-30-82). She authorized
publication of an Oliphant cartoon depicting a Mexican who squats on the street
while the Mexican economy goes broke, and then gets up declaring, "Chihuahua!
I thin' it is time to emigmte again." (9-16-82). Most recently, her negligence
permitted publication of a lead editorial offering the opinion that recently
released statistics prove that minorities are academically inferior to whites and
that this is a conclusion •·everyone knew all along." {10-13-82). For the Publications Board to ignore the appearance of hostile and unchecked racism in the
policies underlying these publications would be, as Nancy Unget says, "like
trying to shade the sun with a sieve.'' The Student Coalition Against Racism
believes racism is at issue in the rctentioll of Marcy McKinley as editor of the
Daily LoiJo. Schopenhauerwrites, "Suffering which falls to our lot in the course
of nature, or by chance, or fate, does not seem so 1>ainful as suffering which is
inflicted mt us by the arbitrary will of anoth ""Fire Marcy McKinley.
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Sports

TOP DOG
CHICAGO STYLE HOT DOGS
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FRIES
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Porter still high' on World Series and MVP award
1

NEW YORK !UPIJ ·- Darrell
Porter, who knows ull ~bout feeling
high, is currently experiencing n
sensation that he never drcnmed was
po.>siblc.
The 30-ycar-old catcher of the St.
Louis Cardinals, a rcf<Jrmcd alcoholic and former drug user, is still in a
stale of cuphorin over his team's
seven-game victory over the Milwaukee Brewers inthc World Series
and his own individual achievement
of being named the Most Valuable
Player.
"I've done a Jot of drugs, but I've
never been THAT high," Porter
said Tuesday. referring to the feeling that enveloped him after his tea.m
won the Series and being named
Most Valuuble Player. "Playing on
a world championship team is somethin~ every athlete dreams about,

but realistically, I don't think I ever
dreamed I'd be a world champion.
It's an extra special thing."
In the city Tuesday to accept a
new car from a national sports magazine (or being voted the Series'
MVP, Porter took exception to those
who felt he shouldn't have won the
award.
"I don't think I was more V<JIUable than anyone else, but nobody
was more valuable than I was,'' said
Porter, who hit .286 with five RBis
and played superbly behind the
plate. "It was a Series that nobody
dominated.''
for Porter, being a World Series
hero was the culmination of one of
sport's most dramatic comeback
stol'ics. Only two years ago, Porter
wondered if he'd even physically
survive, much less play for a world

UNM Bookstore
Calculator
Price Reduction
Hewlett Packard
HP-32E
HP-33C
HP-34C
HP-37E
HP-38C

Was
$65.00
$110.00
$150.00
$90.00
$150.00

Now

$56.95
$73.95
$90.00
$65.00
$90.00

Texas Instruments
TI-58C

$115.00

$92.95

champion. He was heavily into alcohol and drugs and was so miserable
that the thought of suicide even crossed his mind.
"I drank alcohol, which is a drug.
I took uppers and downers, l used
cocaine, I smoked a lot of marijuana," said Porter. "I never went
for needles, though, I was afraid of
that.
"There were times when I looked
out windows and said 'I could end it
all.' But I guess I was too chicken to
do it."
It wasn't until he entered a drug
rehabilitation center for six months

in 1980 th~t he finally got his life
straightened out.
"I <~m trying to forget about my
past and yet I must be constantly
aware of what I am- a drug addict
and an alcoholic," said Porter. "I
don't put so much emphasis on success any more. Success is happiness. I've learned to enjoy myself
and play the game. It's just a game.
"Now ifl strike out, I strike out; if
I get a single, I get a single. When I
was able to say to myself that whatever I did on the field wasn't important as long as I gave one hundred
percent, that's what turned it all

LOMAS AT YALE/4701 MENAUL
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around for me."
Porter admitted that drug abuse
and alcoholism are very prevalent in
sports but he doesn't see it as unique.
Nor does he preach to anyone about
the danger of alcohol and drug
abuse.
"Ithink it's sad but a reality," he
said. "It's a problem we have in
America. It's not a bigger problem
in baseball, or in sports, than anywhere else in society. When I was at
the rehabilitation center, the people
there weren't athletes. They were
mostly professional people, doctors,
lawyers, factory workers.

11
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Student Bookstore

cy. He gradually cut off certain
members of the media and finally
discontinued all interviews.
Rogers had a 19-8 record and a
2.40 earned run average for the Expos, Sutter was the key pitcher for
the Cardinals with 36 saves and
Valenzuela. the Cy Young winner in
1981, had a 19-13 mark for the Dodgers.
Trailing the top four in the voting
were Phil Niekro of the Atlanta
Braves with I 8 points, Greg Minton
of the San Francisco Giants with
four and Joaquin Andujar of the Cardinals and Gene Garber of the
Braves with one each and Mario
Soto of the Cincinnati Reds with a
half vote.
Two writers from each NL city
make up the board and each is asked
to vote for three pitchers. Soto and
Valenzuela shared one vote.
The award is named after Cy
Young, the Hall of Fame pitcher
who won 511 games during his
career.

At II, the Celebrity Ghost Rattle
starts rolling. Some of the New
Mexico's political candidates as
well as other well-known individuals arc expected to be on hand
for this unique, three-mile bicycle
event.
At II :30 there will be more action-packerl :vents, but this time the
Magical Wheel Kiddie quarter-mile
bike race. At noon there will be a
bike slalom race to keep the children
busy.
To top off the day of activities the
awards ceremony will take place inside the mall. There will be merchandise awards for all classes and
events along with icc cream cones
for everyone. Also, there will be t·
shirts given to the first 100 entries.
For more information about the
Ghost Bike Extravaganza, contact
the UNM Ski Team office at 2775423, 5244.

·--------------------------1
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We have a huge selection of Halloween
costumes and accessories at prices that
will please all you ghosts and goblins
who are on a budget.

-·Make-up -Costume kits WHaooon'i·
-·Hats
.........~~
-Wigs
Be the most bewitching witch or
the most gruesome ghoul in
Albuquerque!
Listen to "the Home of Happy FeEl!",..._.,~.,.
on KUNM Radio Tuesday's 7-9 p.m.

Shop Mon.·Sat. 9:30·6:00
'lit 255-8673
=

4821 Central N.E.
(Across from Mllenol ThHtrel

i
!
I

I

Trick or Treat
Halloween Special

I
I
I1
I

1 Zuni & San Mateo 265-7075 1
1
Expires 10-31·82
I - - - - -Coupon
onlyat/ocationshown _ _ _ _ . . ,

Ghost Bike Tour to begin at Winrock
The second annual Ghost Bike interested people can sign up at the
Extravaganza has been scheduled ski office in Room ll4 of Carlisle
for Sunday at the Winrock Shopping Gym this week.
Center. Proceeds from the day of
An entry fee of $5 is required for
Halloween events will benefit the the bike tour, and a $3 fee will be
men's and women's ski teams at charged for other events.
UNM.
The tour will run via Constitution
"We have some great events to Tramway and then out 011 the rollplanned for people of all ages and all ing terrain of old Route 66, cast of
in the spirit of Halloween," said Albuquerque. There will be a tumhead UNM Ski Coach George around point at the truck stop three
Brooks. "We expect a good group miles beyond the Tijeras (Highway
of people tojoinus out at Winrock.'' 14} intersection and then run back
Of the many events planned, the along the same course for the finish.
Ghost Bike Tour will be the most
At I 0:30 a.m. the Costume
demanding. The 30-mile tour will Broom Ride gets underway along
start at 8:45 a.m. from the north With the Broom Decoration Ride and
parking lot at the Winrock Center. theE.T. Timing Ride. In the Broom
Registration will be open from 7:30 Ride, entrants will ·show off their
to 8:30 in the morning of the tour, or Halloween costumes while riding a
5-by-1 mile loop around the mall
complex, while the E. T. Timing riders will estimate the amount of time
it takes to bike a certain distance.

One Hour

when we develop & print Limit 1 Coupon
your 110, 126, & 35mm
Per Roll ,
color print film (c41)

Carlton wins Cy Young ·by landslide
NEW YORK (UPI) - Steve mark in 1977 and a 24-9 record in
Carlton, whose 23 victol'ies for the 1980.
Philadelphia Phillies made him the
It was a year of personal triumph
major leagues' only 20-gamc winner for Carlton, although the Phillies
in 1982, was voted the National finished second to the Cardinals in
League's Cy Young Award as pitch· the National League's Eastern Divier of the year Tuesday for a record sion race and the towering pitcher
fourth time.
continued his policy of refusing to
The 37-ycar old left-hander, a six· speak to members of the media.
time 20-gmne winner who has 285
He had a 23-11 won and lost recareer victories, received 20 first· cord and a 3. I 0 earned run average
place votes and I 12 points from the in 295 2-3 innings. He led the league
24-man committee of the Baseball with 286 strikeouts, the seventh time
Writers Association of America to he has topped the 200-mark and
become the first pitcher to win the bringing his career strikeout total to
award four times. Jim Palmer, Tom 3,433. Hall of Famer Walter John·
Seaver and Sandy Koufax arc three- son. who pitched for the Washingtime winners.
ton Senators front I 907 through
Trailing Carlton by landslide mar- 1927, holds the major league mark
gins in this year's voting were Steve of 3,508 career strikeouts.
Rogers of the Montreal Expos with
Carlton led the leaauc in complete
29 points, Fernando Valenzuela of games with 19 and in shutouts with
the Los Angeles Dodgers with 25 '1.1 six.
points and Bruce Sutter of the world
Carlton was once known as an
champion St. Louis Cardinals with easy and articulate interview but ab·
out five years ago began to think
25.
Carlton previously won the award some media representatives were
witha27·10rccord inl972, a23-10 violating his confidence and priva-
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I
I
I to all first time donors
I 1.00 Bonus
I
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I
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1
I student or military ID.
I
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I
Yale Blood Plasma
I
I 122 Yale SE
266-57291
Limit one pel' donor
offer expires Oct. 29; 19S2
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Opposite UNM

Joe Cavaretta

THE TWIST got Lobo Denny Allen into the endzone, Allen avoided this shoestring tackle in
the fourth quarter of the UNM-NMSU game.

2122 Central SE 243-1777
Serving the
University of New Mexico
and the Albuquerque area
Mon-Fri 8:30·5:30 Sat 10:00·5:00

Lobos to appear on cable TV
Steve King
Brigham Young University leads
The University of New Mexico the conference \'(ith a 4-1 record,
football team should find an agent whiletheLobos come in a half-game
and move their act to Hollywood back at 3-1. The University of Utah
because for the thi.rd time this year, lost Saturday to Wyoming to drop to
they will be seen on the tube. This 2-2. The University of Hawaii and
time Ted Turner (as in WTBS-TV of the United States Air Force
Atlanta) will air the Nov. 20 game Academy are 3-2, waiting for UNM
between the Lobos and the Universi- or BYU to lose.
ty of Hawaii Rainbows.
Bring along your long:johns, beThe Cougars and Lobos will take
cause the game has been moved a break from their WAC schedule
from I :30 to 6 p.m., and everyone this week to sharpen their skills
should know what it's like on against weaker foes. BYU plays
November nights at University Sta· Utah State University, while UNM
dium. The game could decide the · plays North Texas State in Denton.
Western Athletic Conference foot- The big game this week is the Utah·
ball crown, unless the Lobos Jose San Diego State University clash in
another conference game before southern California. That game will
then.
be carried live by WTBS.

The Lobos will be hurting this
week since they have lost some key
personnel. A pair of offensive linemen - tackle Jim Ceschin (knee)
and center Paul Zarnprelli (ribs)
along with reserve running b~ck
Montez Love (hand) were injured
Saturday in the rout ofNMSU, Love
and Zamprelli arc out for at least two
weeks, while Ceschin is lost for the
season.

----~~~~vm m~----.....

Intramural Scoreboard

women from each of the four pools
will be piaced on teams and compete
in a 12-team single elimination
tournament. The first, second and
third place teams will receive plaques. All entrants will receive !·
shirts.

ROOM 230, JOHNSON GYM
1. SAE
2. The Maggots
3. Central Unlled
4. Lambda Chi Alpha
5. Runlcs
WOMEN'S TOP 3 FlNAL POLL
1. Beta Bruisers
2. Kappa Kappa Gamma
3. Chi Omega
MEN'S TOPS
VOLLEYBAll POLL
1.FAC
2. Lambda Chi Alpha
3.SAE
4. Wt!eny Arms
5. Scrappy Doo
WOMEN'S TOP 5
VOLLEYBALL POLL
I. Diggers
2. Zombleo
3. Quuks
4. Bouncers
5. Outlaws
IM TEAM OF THE WEEK
The Weeny Anno who are undefeated and lead their dlvl•
olon with 11 (5-0) record,

Graduate Student Association
Council Meeting
Saturday, November 6
9am
Room 230 SUB

All graduate students welcome
December 4, 1982
Hoom
January 22, 1983
Room
February 12, 1983
Hoom
March 5 1983
Room
April 16: 1983
·
.
.Room
May (time and place to be arranged)

All meetings are on Saturday
at 9:00am

230 SUB

253 SUB
253 SUI3
253 SUB
253 SUB

UPCOMING EVENTS:

MEN'S TOP 5 SOCCER POLL

5131.

Future GSA Council Meeting Dates:

PHONE 217-5151

RESULTS

An entry fee of $15 per team must
be received at New Mexico Tech by
Nov. 15. For further infonnation, all
New Mexico Tech at (505) 835-

Agenda
I. Call to Order
II. Minutes from October 2, 1982
and October 16, 1982
III. President's Report - Dolph Barnhouse
IV. Committee Reports
v. Old Business
VI. New Business
VII. Adjournment
Coffee and Doughnuts
Will Be Served

Be ct·eative.
Make your own
holiday cards
for those
special
to you.

Statistic-wise, BYU is leading the
conference in the total offense category averaging 484.6 yards a game.
UNM is second in the conference
and eighth in the nation, The Lobos
are fifth in the nation in scoring
offense and seventh in rushing
offense.

N.M. Tech to offer unusual
coed racquetball tournamen ·
A "Coed Mixed-Up Doubles
Racquetball Tournament" will be
held Nov. 19 to 2 I at the New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology in Socorro.
Coed teams will be placed in one
of four pools for round robin play on
Nov. 19 and 20. In the first round,
competitors will play with the partners they signed up with ..In subsequent rounds, partners will be randomly assigned.
On Nov. 21 the top three men and

Pentel Color
Brush Sets!

IM PLAYERS OF THE WEEK
Bill Pulz of SA£ for hlo enthuolasllc and active partldpa·
lion In lnlramuralo. Caroline Claiborne for her outotand·
lng play and aportamanohtp In soccer,
IM EMPLOYEE OF THE MONTH
Erin Tanuy for her outstanding perlonnance of ruponsl·
bllltlea ao a recreational opeclallat.

1
1
I
1
I

II
I

(Men's and Women's IMs)•
Handball Single$
5'10" under Basketball
Table Tennis Stngles
(Co-Ree IMs)•
5 Person Basketball

Wed., Oct~ 27
Wed., Oct 27
Wed., Oct. 27
Wed, Oct 27

*All Mi!n;s, Women's and Co-Ree entries are due et the
Manager/Participant meetings held at 4:15 pm In room
154, Johnson Gym.

(Getaway/Special Events)
DOWNHill SKI CLINIC· The Getaway Program, In coop·
erallon with the Sandia Peak Ski School, wiH present a
clinic and practical In downhill okllng on Tuesday,
November 9 at 3:30p.m. In room 154 In Johnoon Gym.
Equipment, clothing and preparing to sk! wlil be dlocuoaed In the clinic. Then we wilt be dlocuosed In the clinic.
Then we wilt head out to the fields and be outfitted with
boots, poles and skis 111nd Jearn some basic maneuven. 20
people are necessary for the field activity. Register In the
IM office room 230 In Johnson G!/111 by NovemberS at 5:00
p.m. The public lo welcome, and It's free, oo olgn up now!
VIdeo Game Tournament
Entries are due by Thurs., Oct. 28 for this fud new activity!
Winners will be detennlned by combining the score• hom
three gam eo. Pac Man, Donkey Kong and Aoteroldo will be
pla~ed blfall participant., hlgheot total acorf! wino! Sign
up tn thelnlramural Office, # 230 Johnson Gym, NE corher, The tournament will be held In the SUB Go mea Room
on Nov. 3 and 4, 3:00·6!00 pm, UNM otudento, faculty and
staff onl!l.

------------------------1 Jaco, 1 Chalap._
& Small 7 • Up

$1.49

.

Frontier Re•tauant
Expires 11-2-82 .

.
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1
I
1
I
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Deadline:

Classified Advertlsing-UNM Box 20
University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, N.M. 87 t 3 t

I :00 p.m the day
before insertion

(On Campus, Redondo at Yale-Marron Hall 131)
Please place the following classified ad In the New Mexico Daily Lobo
_times beginning
. and ending
nder
the category circled at the left.
On~

utegorles
I Personals
2 Lost & Found
3. Services
4 Housing
5 For Sale
6. Employment
7 Travel
8. Miscellaneous
9. Las Notlcias

Rates: 17¢ per word per day, or
60¢ per word per week (five
times) with no refunds.

s 1.00 minimum charge

Terms: Cash In advance.

word In ea~h box please

I

2

3

4

5

l1

7

8

9

tO

II

12

13

t4

IS

J(J

17

IR

t9

20

Phon~----------

2·t

l2

lJ

24

Times.__ _ _ _ _ __
Words._ _ _ _ _ _ __
Rate _ _ _ _ _ _ __

26

?7

28

29

7. Travel

.

Name--------

CHARTER BUSES ANYWIIERE, NM or USA.
Discount Program. Gray Line 243·5501.
1112
THANKSGIVING, COLORADO SPRINGS
Monday 22nd at noon till Sunday 28th. Room for
10/27
three riders, .• Gas. 256-0334.
ADVERTISE YOUR TRIP, Adventure, or Ride
Needs in the Daily Lobo.
tfn

8. Miscellaneous
25

.BAJ.I.OON DOUQUETSIIIAVE our "BMOC" (lllg
Monkey On Campus) give your favorite person a
"llig Lirt." Balloon Bouquets for all oc·
casions- Birthdays, Anniversaries, Get Well, New
Baby, or "Just Because I love You.''298·S411,10/29
KAUFMAN'S .FOR IIALLOWEEN -Gas masks,
MASH uniforms, Army uniforms, sailor suits.
Kaufman's: a Real Army-Navy Store. 504 Yale SE.
265·7777.
I 0/29

30

Total S:....-------

1. Personals
WH:n IIEAUINCO COtllt'iE by Stanley H. Kaplan.
!hcrlmtdcd with work this ~cme~ter'l Six week
prugrum ~tum first week of lpring semelter. Improve
mur rending speed and retention for better grades.
hcc demonstration lcmm. t'ull '"· there i< a dif·
lcrcncc. 26q~24.
I0/29
rm: J\UXEO IIA<J! The stme for your mun·
<h•c' ·· nut>, .:andics. dried fruitl, dehyd. soups,
tea• and mure. t·hcck ustmt at 121 YateS E.
10129
IIEY ·mun·: nt:AtiTJH'l. green eye<! Your Duckie
I iJ1II\'l\hc• yon a happy anniversary. I love )OU.
10127
S200 Jlfo:WA 110 I'OR positive identification of
•chicle involved in hit-und·run of white .lagunr XKE
Convertnblc parked on ('olumbln near Vlcker.l
(Monday 10:30 n.m. to noon). Call 268·2896
evenings.
1112
('JlliCK MANGJONI TICKETS are still available.
We held some good scats back, so go get yours today!
Reserved seating only •.• student discount·
s... Hurry!.
10/27
FIU:Et INCREASE YoUR rending speed on the spot
ut n free Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics
Introductory le.<son! We'll also show you how It's
possible to rend and study 3 to 10 times faster! Get
better grades, have more free time. Find out how•• ,
See our large ad elsewhere In this paper.
10/29
ON TilE MALL, live Halloween body parts. Sl and
Up.
10/29
PASSI'OIIT, tot:NTU'ICATION PIIOTOS. Fast,
Inexpensive, pleasing. Lowest prices in town! Two for
$5, Four for $7. Near UNM. Come to 123 Wellesley
S.l'., C'ornerSilver, or call265·1323.
tfn
ACCllRATt; INFORMATION ABOUT con·
traceplion, sterilizntlun, abortion. Right To Choose,
294-0171.
tfn
PIIEGNANCY TESTING & counseling. Phone 247·
9K19.
tfn
WE GOT DIS1'RJBUTORS. Prescription eyeglass
frames. Greenwich Village (Lennon Styles), gold
rimlm. $54.50 (regular $65.00). Pay Less Opticians,
~019 Mcnnul N.E., across from LaBelles.
tfn
AUOI'TION IS AN option for untimely pregnancy.
266·58l7
11122
('ONTA<'TS·I'Ol.ISIIISG, SOl.\JTIONS Casey
Opu~al Company on I omasjust west of Washington.
tfn
MATEIINI1'\' ('I.OTIIISG- QUALITY used at
rc,,llltmblc prrccs. We aha curry new nursing bras;
lllatelnit) ~olton pamlcs, supJX)rt hose, and
sto<king~. Abracadabm Maternity Shop, 1711 San
1112
Pedro Nl' (at Constitution), 2H·31ll.
l1SM IIOOKSTORf; SAI.J:: starts Thursday night,
0<1. 28. Watch rot ad< and toupons!.
IOt28
('IIEAP CIIINESE Dl1FH.T nil ~-ou can eat. Lunch
S3.4~. Jao Jaos China Inn, 5000 tcntral SE, 255·
9~11.
11!10
Gl!IIDIUT·Ol 1SPENSKY STUDY group.
Ac,-cptmg students, 281·2401.
11112
TRANSI.ATI!'oiG;
ISTEUPRETING;
Mlll.111.1NGtiAL services. Legal, medical,
technical, personal. 255·3345.
1114
IIAI.tOWt:t:N •'ACE PAINTING at the Bookcase
~th annual llalloweeri Face Painting Party, Sat., Oct.
30, 3·9 p.m. Still only 99 cents (more for custom
JOb\), The Bookcase, 109 Mesa SE. 247·31 02, I block
cmt of University Ave and just south or Central. Al<o
sellin8cHalloween body parts Sl and up.
10/29

2. Lost & Found
FOl'SO: ti)ENTU'ICATION CARDS for Michael
McConnell, Mary Field, Rol::~rt Johnston, Alejandro
t\\etiklan, C'hartes Benson, Michael Ogas, Bert
t'hnllcnor and Paul Chavez. \Claim in 131 Marron
ll/2
Hall.
f'Ol'ND: Dl.UE IO·speed near Lead and Buena Vista
SE. 247-1423 after 5 p.m.
10/29
LOST KITTEN WHITE, beige ears and tail. Red
collar ~~oith name tag "Latatus." Call 243-6316
reward.
I0128
tl.AIM YO(JII I.OST possessions at Campus Police
R:OO a.m. to4:00 p.m. daily.
trn

3. Services
PIA SO: Dt:Gn~:Eo, t:XPEIIIESCED, patient. 266·

STUDENT

TR~UEL

6212.
IIIlO
VICTORIA'S WORD SMITIIY: Word processing
and typing. Fast, accurate, reliable. Quality products
ut reasonable rates. Call Vickie anytime, 821·4812.
10/29
l'llot'ESSIONAI. TYI'ING, Mt;UICAI. ter•
minology. Correcting Selectric. Af1er 6 p.m. 821·
4378.
11/5
TYI't;IIIGIIT - PIIOH:SSIONAL
TYPING
service. 265·5203.
10129
on:nwt:IGIIT1 NEim 85 overweight people for an
all natural weight control program. Call265·1478 or
255·9866.
I0129
1YI'IST. ON CAMPUS. Sense of humor, Some
genius. 242·3093.
II/I
IIOUSEIIACK RillING I.F..SSONS I !.earn how to
ride or better yourself. Experienced horseperson gives
lesSOIJS In Western, English, Jumping, Driving.
Jeanctte299·9253.
II/I
OI.D ENGLISII "CIIRISTMAS" culllgraphy.
Private lessons, rny home, Nov. I - Dec, II.
Limited enrollment. $40. Evenings/weekends. 2~5·
71!'>2.
11/1
REASONABLE/PROFESSIONAl, TYPING.
Extensive expertise Include business overrtow typing,
manuscripts, term papers, IBM Selectric Ill. 299·62~6
or 299-2676.
II/I
1YPING. BEAUTIFUL IBM. Free editing.
Guarantee A plus. $1 page doublespace including
bibliography, footnotes, graphs, charts. Perfect
format. Edna Allcott is as close as your mailbox. 950
Cordova Road, Santa Fe, 1·982·6633, Hours 8·3.

ALl. DILLS PAm. $155 Oat. Student discounts. 262·
1751. G.s. $49 fee.
10/29
ROOM TO ROOM $75. Pets ok. 262-1751
Guaranteed Rentals. $49 fee.
10129
$150 2·BEOROOM, complete kitchen, 262·1751,
Guaranteed Rentals. $49 fee.
10/29
JUST Sl45 STUOENTspecidl. 262·1751. Guaranteed
I0/29
Rentals. $40fee with this ad.
WALK TO UNM. $205 w/fireplace. 262·1751,
Guaranteed Rentals, $49 fee.
10/29
STUDENT Nt:EDS APl'.MATE. Furnished, own
room, near campus, $107/mo plus V. utilities. Clean,
quiet lndependent·type. Non·smoker preferred. 266·
2233, eves best. Don't give Up!,
10/29
l't:MAI,E ROOMMATE WANTED. $118/rno., 'li
utilities. Call 843·6025 Tucs/Thurs, weekends, Close
toUNM.
11/2
CANADIAN STUDENT NEEDS roommate with
house or apt. to share. 247-4531 evenings, Ask for
Petr.r,
10/27
TWO BEDROOM UNFURNISHED house,
12th/Candeleria area; large fenced yard, garage.
$350/mo. plus utilities. 344-4135 evenings, Keep
trying,
10129
PRIVATE YARD/PATIO In 12th/Candelerla area;
one bedroom unfurnished apartment; $200/rno. plus
utilities: 344-4135 evenings. Keep trying.
10/29
HOUSE FOR SALE. $69,900, assume mortgage,
Walk to UNM. Three bedroom, I Vz baths. 1,500 sq.
ft. Open house Sat. and Sun. 1·5 p.m. 604 Wellesley
NE. 268-6528.
10/29

1111

BICYCU:SALE. CENTURION Click J(J.speednow
including kickstand and thorn tubes. Save
over $30, Harvard Bike House. 255·8808.
10/29
FOR SALE: TRIPLE beam scale, very accurate, four
months old. Call277·5379.
10/27
RCA TV FOR $60, Five months old. Call Todd, 881·
4612.
10129
SAl.E: MARC'S GUITAR Center, Free tuner
($99.50 \atue) with all Ibanez guitars. JS 'l'o off all
Ovation guitars. 143 HarvardSE.
11112
1981 MOPED ANil helmet. Excellent condition.
$250. 255·931 I.
10/29
IIP34CCALCULATOR,194-397l.
10/29
E.R.C. RECEIVER, 60 watts, Harman Kardon
speakers, Pioneer turntable, 5275.265-4997.
1112
ROLAND Sll·lOOO 5\'NTIIESIZER, SSOO. Mike
268.0575.
11/2

4. Housing

~~

FOR !.EASE 67$ sq. ft. office space across rrom
UNM call Larry or Dorothy 265·9542 or evenings
881-3974.
tfn
FOR RENl: EFFICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
N.E., $200/mo., for one person, $220/mo. for 2
pmons, all utilities paid, $125 security deposit. Fully
furnished-security locks and laundry facilities. No
children or pets. Please call before 6:00 in the
evening, 266-8392.
tfn
ROO~tMATE WANTED: FEMALE, $150 a month
plus V. utilities. 214 YaleSE.
10/28
FEMAI.E ROOMMATE WANTED. Nonsmoker, 2
bdrm hOuse inN. Valley, large fenced yard. Carl8841900 days, 345·5253 evenings.
10/27
SHARE NE HEIGIITS home with one male. $125
plus V. utilities. Non·smoker preferred. 881·9784.
11/2
ROOMMATE WANTEO, SilO plus •;, utilities, near
UNM. 842-1619
10/27
'filE CI.TADEI.·SUPERB location near UNM and
downtown. Bus .1ervice every 30 minutes. I bedroom
or eft'iciency, from 5230 Lip. All utilities paid. Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV toom and laundry, Adult
couples, no pets. 1520 University NE. 243·2494. tfn
BACHELOR TYPE COTTAGE, Range, refrig., new
carpet. Large toom, bath, enclosed yard. Offstreet
parking. W~ter paid. Must see to appreciate. 611•B
Madisdn NE. S17S mo., SI7S DD, one year lease.
Therotd E. Brown Company. 888·3000.
10/27
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Jon. 27-00
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HALLOWEEN?

FRIED ZUCCHINI,
Homemade
Vegetable
Soup W/crackers & bread sticks

& MILLER or

MILLER LITE
only $2.49

liSED

.JJ.. FAMILY

HARRY'S PLACE

(a $2.94 value!!)

6. Employment
PART·TIME JOB afternoons and evenings. Must be
21 years old, Must be able to work Friday and
Saturday nights, Apply in person, no phone calls
please. Saveway Liquor Stores at 5704 Lomas NE,
5516 Menaul NE.
1112

9. Las N oticias
CJ.UB1 MEETING1 ORGANIZATION Advertise in
Las Nolicias.
tfn
Tnt; NEW MEXICO Union Galerla issearchhrg for
Mtlsts interested in rendering THE HUMAN
FiGURE. Submit works Nov. 12, SUB Room 209.
Sculptures, drawings, paintings, photos accepted.
10/27

UNCONTESTED
DIVORCE: $75
COURT COST ADDITIONAL
NO CHARGE OR OBLIGATION
FOR INITIAl CONSUlT AT ION

NOW OPEN

Wlostcrn Bank Bldg./242·260l

thrifty

I CARit\JTH IANDCNill (, Al<;cXIATE~

lfGAl CLINK

'

c:;overed
~agon

! '

"Nice as New"
Shoes
&
More

Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry

·Shoes $5.00
Purses $3.00
4515 Central NE

OLDTOVVN

Just West of Jefferson on Central

5. ForSale

PROFESSIONAL TYPING BY English MAl editor,
Vast experience with dissertations, papers. Editing
avnilable. 256-0916
10/27
l4 HOUR TYPING, Jean 881·0628.
Jl/22
GUITAR LESSONS, INSTRUMENTS, repairs and
rentals. MARC'S Guitar Center, 143 Harvard S.E.
265·3315.
tfn
QtJAU1Y TYPING. LOMAS.Trnmway area. 85
cents/page. 299-13~5.
12/13
1YPIST·TERM PAPERS$.75. ResumeS. 299·8970.
10/29
10/29
1YI'ING NEAR UNM. Call247•3519,
QA 1YPING SERVICE: a complete typing and
editorial system. Technical, general, legal, medical,
scholaslic, charts and tables. 345·2125.
12!13
A('CURATE, PROFESSIONAL 1YPING and other
secretarial services. Call TilE OTHER OI'FICE: 884·
6564.
12113
110l1St:.SIITER - OESIG!'iER AND student,
male, 43, long or short term, stable, handy, in·
tcrested, responsible, references. Call an~1ime 242·
5453 days, 255·6979 evenings.
IJ 12

CENTER

Upcoming Trips:
Carlsbad Caverns
P.ed P.iver
Durango Snowdown
Mazatlan Mexico

OVEUSEAS
JOBS - SUl\IMEIVyear
round.
Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia, All Fields. $500.
$1200 monthly. Sightseeing. Free Info. Write JJC llox
10/29
52·NMI, Corona Del Mar, CA 92625.
NEWSPAPER R0\1TES AVAILABLE. All through
city. Mostly walking routes, Two mornings a week.
High commission, good money. 843·7537 eJ~t. 2n
beJween 3 and 5 p.m. only,
10/27
NIGHT WORK AVAILABLE. Start now, All shifts.
262·175!. Guaranteed Jobs. Small one·time fee,10!29
BUSINESS ORIENTED PEUSONS earn ~10·$15
hour In your spare time with top nutrillonat corn·
pany. Will train In fundamentals of business and !low
to start yourself. Call265·1478 or255-9866.
10/29
BILL RICHARDSON NEEDS students for a week's
crash project. Minimum wage, cash. Leave message
at 266-2026.
10/29

ARMY·NAVV GOODS

504 YALE SE'

265·77.77

I

__

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
47 US-Can.
1 Stopping
range
place
51 Stupid
52 Put in order
6 Crones
10 Throw out
54 Worst
14 Spanish city 58 Order
15 -of
59 Air
Man
61 Color
16 Armadillo
62 Head: Fr.
17 Insertion
63 Extracted
mark
64 Ambler and
18 Ollie's pat
Sevareld
19 Ending for
65 Snowmobile
Hel or Rub
66Siacken
20 Sloppy
67Wharves
22 Income form
24 Starch
DOWN
26 Separates
27 Copycat
1 Red apples
31 Clear
2 Stadium
32 Disentangle
3 Learner
33 Angers
4 Raised
35 Splotch
5Side
38 Mouthward
6 Possessive
391mperial
7 Wine center
40 Healthy
8 Body organ
9 Guard
41 Sister
42 Antique
10 Phantom
43 Drench
11 Set speed
44 Mateo or
12 Gnawed
Pablo
13 Desires
45 Time of year 21 Acorn

MONDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

23 Sunsets
25 Mushroom
27 Metal
28Japanese
ship name
29 Russian tsar
30 Ironclad
34 Tied
35 Besmear
36 Handle: Fr.
37 Beverage
39 Traitor
40 Hat

42 Drizzle
43 Leased
44 Moved on ice
46 Rumen
47 River craft
48 Bay window
49 Container
50 Sawlike part
53 Succumbs
55 Heroic
56 Nauseated
57 USSR agcy.
60 Astonish

